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Six questions about double-diffusive convection

Dan E. Kelley

Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada

Abstract. Double-diffusive convection, at first considered an "oceanographic
curiosity," has fascinated fluid dynamicists for a generation. This is partly
because some early and basic questions have still not been answered. The
most practical of these - whether double diffusion is important in the ocean
- was raised in the defining paper, when Stern (1960) wrote "future studies
of this model ... will determine whether the proposed mechanism is significant
in the vertical mixing of the sea." This question of significance has not been
answered yet, and may not be until we can answer a host of fundamental
questions about mechanisms and interactions, some of which are highlighted
here.

Introduction z z

Double-diffusive phenomenal occur in diverse sys- aV T

tems, ranging from stars to magma chambers, with IPYV
oceans in between. Studies of cirrus clouds almost led to
the discovery of the mechanism of double diffusion (DD /(x.y) ±(x,y)
henceforth 2) in the 1800s (Schmitt, 1995), but it was a
group of oceanographers who eventually made the dis- cV T
covery a full century later. While pondering whether PVS
they could measure deep ocean pressures by lowering
pipes from the surface, the oceanographers conceived of

a perpetual salt fountain (Stommel et al., 1956), a fan- Figure 1. Definition sketch of background gradients in the
ciful idea that soon developed into a theory of SF and of linear instability view of "staircase" double diffusion (SF in
DD convection in general (Stern, 1960). An analogy be- left panel, DC in right panel), with salinity and temperature
tween convecting layers created in the laboratory and gradients aligned parallel in the vertical.
layers newly observed in the ocean (Stommel and Fe-
dorov, 1967; Tait and Howe, 1968) suggested that DD
was significant to the ocean, and this was supported
by estimates of large oceanic DD fluxes, inferred using
laboratory-based flux laws (Turner, 1965, 1967). In ad-
dition to this work on the case with background T and S
fields3 varying vertically, attention was paid to the case DD fluxes might drive interleaving across thermohaline
of horizontal variation, as in the theory that divergent fronts (Stern, 1967).

The dates in the last paragraph suggest that the
key modern ideas about oceanic DD were developed in

1I will assume readers are familiar with double diffusion in the ke mode thas a deanic Howere even in

ocean; see recent reviews by Schmitt (1994) and Fernando and little more than a decade. However, even that may
Brandt (1994). be an overestimate. Stommel (1995) summarized the

2Abbreviations: "DD" for double diffusion; "WS" for rela- thought progression from salt fountains to salt fingers
tively warm and salty; "CF" for relatively cold and fresh; "SF" under the remarkable heading "Exciting Ten Minutes
for the salt-finger mode of DD, possible when WS water overlays at the Blackboard." But, whether it took ten minutes
CF water; and "DC" for the reverse case of diffusive convection.

3Notation: T for temperature; S for salinity; a for thermal

expansion coefficient; )3 for haline contraction coefficient; x for research came to light in a short time. It might also be
thermal diffusivity; •$ for haline diffusivity; v, for kinematic vis- noted that these ideas were set out a full generation ago.
cosity; z for upward coordinate; Rp = (aOT/Oz)/(PaS/8z) for A student could well ask whether there are significant
the density ratio in the SF case or its reciprocal for the DC case, or research questions left for the next generation. I think
either in finite-difference form; Nu for Nusselt number, a nondi-
mensional heat flux; Ra for Rayleigh number, etc., as in Turner there are, and I plan to outline some of them here, in
(1973). hopes of encouraging discussion and future work.
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192 KELLEY

Q1. Where does DD exist in the ocean? but not DC fluxes (Padman, 1994)? Or is it just that
DC survives to higher density ratios because disruption

Staircases. Instability theory suggests that DD con- is weaker in regions where DC-unstable stratification
vection may occur if large-scale gradients of S and T exists, such as the Arctic?
are oriented vertically in the same direction (Figure 1). Interleaving. Predicting regions in which DD inter-
This sets a very wide domain indeed. For example, In- leaving might occur is more difficult than doing so for
gham (1966) estimated that 90% of the Atlantic Ocean staircases. Interleaving has been observed near thermo-
main thermocline has SF-unstable stratification. Fur- haline fronts4 in many regions of the world ocean (May,
thermore, stratification at high latitudes is very com- 1999). A dramatic example is provided by the Arctic,
monly DC-unstable. which has interleaving signatures with remarkable spa-

A possible test of whether DD is significant in a tial and temporal coherence (Rudels et al., 1999). To
given region may be whether regular-shaped thermoha- date, sampling of the interleaving mode has been very
line staircases are observed there. This rests on the as- limited. Extensive field programs are needed to develop
sumption that regular-shaped staircases can result only a clearer picture of interleaving. It is important that
if up-gradient DD buoyancy fluxes, which create layers, such sampling be on a grid, not on isolated transects,
exceed down-gradient turbulent buoyancy fluxes, which since only then can the along-front and across-front
disrupt layers. If we had a solid conception of how DD slopes of intrusions be measured. These slopes are key
signatures are formed, it might be feasible to test this dynamical indicators that might help us to select from
notion by comparing spatial patterns of DD signatures competing theories, and select we must. For example, it
with those of mixing rates. Unfortunately, we cannot is still unclear (see Q3 below) whether Arctic interleav-
claim certainty about how DD signatures are formed ing results from DD processes (May and Kelley, 2001)
(see Q2 and Q3 below), nor can we map easily the spa- or from differential mixing (Hebert, 1999; Merryfield,
tial patterns of mixing rates. Even so, it might be useful 2001), and surely that is a first-order question!
to map DD occurrence patterns, in order to guide efforts
to understand the DD processes. Q2. What creates staircases?

For example, it has been noted that SF staircases
are mainly seen when RP is less than about 2. Why is Collective-instability mode. An early hypothesis for
this so, and what sets the critical value of RP? Several staircase formation was a collective-instability mode, in
answers have been put forward. Most of these relate to which the SF set up internal waves that in turn disrupt
competition, since instability theory suggests that SF the SF, yielding a system of sheets and layers (Stern,
should be possible up to Rp = /•Ks "- 100. For ex- 1969; Stern and Turner, 1969). Questions remain as
ample, perhaps the SF growth rate needs to exceed the to the relevance of the mechanism as a general cause
buoyancy frequency N, if the latter sets a timescale for of staircase formation. One is whether the idea can be
disruption. Or perhaps it needs to exceed the large- reformulated for the DC case5 . Others relate to the
scale shear OU/Oz, if SF tilting is the main issue. Or details of the proposed mechanism limiting SF length
perhaps it needs to exceed the Coriolis parameter f, if (Kunze, 1987, 1990, 1994).
inertial turning sets a limit. Other possibilities could be Variable-diffusivity mode. The vertical mode of DD
mentioned. While laboratory, theoretical and numeri- extracts potential energy from the gravitationally desta-
cal work on each possibility would be welcome, efforts bilizing component of density, transporting buoyancy in
could be more focused if field studies were undertaken to the up-gradient direction. Associated flux divergences
hint at which physical effects are most relevant. For ex- have been hypothesized as a cause of staircase forma-
ample, consider the coriolis parameter. Schmitt (1994) tion (Ruddick, 1997), by analogy to an hypothesis for
points out that the Kunze (1990) model of disruption by the creation of steppiness in DD-stable fluids by flux
inertial waves implies that the observed maximum RP divergences arising from turbulent diffusivities that de-
for regular-shaped SF staircases should decrease with pend on the buoyancy gradient (Phillips, 1972; Ruddick
increasing latitude, and that this qualitative pattern et al., 1989). Preliminary tests along these lines have
seems to be hold in the ocean. Does this provide firm been carried out via 1D numerical simulations (Merry-
support for the hypothesis of inertial-turning limitation, field, 2000) but questions remain about flux parameter-
or is it a coincidence? izations, boundary conditions, etc. Indeed, the impor-

The DC case provides a marked contrast to the SF
case, since regular-shaped staircases are routinely oh- 4 A thermohaline front is taken here to mean a front with co-

varying S and T fields, but not necessarily with flat isopycnals.
served for (DC-formulated) Rp values ranging up to at See Figure 2.

least 10. Is the nature of disruption different in the two 5 However, the search for parallelism between the SF and DC

cases, e.g. with shear inhibiting SF fluxes (Kunze, 1994) cases owes as much to aesthetic desire as to physical principle.
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tance of boundary conditions is difficult to overstate: z z
direct numerical simulations of the SF case show layer A A
formation with insulating top/bottom boundary con- aV T
ditions (Ozgdkmen et al., 1998) but not with periodic LVS
boundary conditions (Merryfield and Grinder, 2001).
Shear-modulated mode. The inhibition of SF fluxes ±(x,y) _(x,y)

by shear (Linden, 1971; Kunze, 1990, 1994) could lead cVT
to vertical variations of buoyancy flux associated with IVS
vertical variations in shear, and this has been hypothe-
sized as a mechanism for the generation of fine-structure
in SF-unstable regions (Wells et al., 2001). A challenge Figure 2. Background gradients in the Stern (1967) in-
in taking this to provide a full explanation of staircase stability theory of double-diffusive interleaving across a
formation is the requirement that the spatial pattern of barotropic thermohaline front, for background gradients of
shear match that of observed staircases. Whether that the SF (left) and DC senses (right). The dashed lines illus-
holds or not, this process could play a collaborative role trate that density contributions from S and T are assumed
in other mechanisms. to compensate laterally, yielding flat isopycnals. Is this a

Applied-flux mode. Turner (1968a) proposed a good model of ocean fronts?

mechanism for the creation of thermohaline staircases
by the application of destabilizing buoyancy flux, e.g.
when a salt gradient is heated from below. Further lab- (Toole and Georgi, 1981), allowing for more general
oratory and theoretical treatments have added details frontal geometry (Niino, 1986), allowing for baroclin-
to Turner's initial sketch of this mechanism (Linden, icity (Kuzmina and Rodionov, 1992; May and Kelley,
1976; Huppert and Linden, 1979; Fernando, 1987) and 1997), etc. The "allowing for" phrases in the last sen-
2D numerical simulations have added color to the pic- tence relate to some of the most basic aspects of ocean
ture (Molemaker and Dijkstra, 1997). However, ques- physics, and this might suggest that this theory has
tions remain about the directness of the analogy of the not borne its last fruit yet. If we think ocean fronts
applied-flux scenario to the ocean, where staircases ap- might be unsteady on the timescale of interleaving, if
pear at mid-depth and where fluxes are likely not to we think cross-frontal contrasts might vary with depth,
be constant, but rather to depend on the DD response if we think fronts vary in the downstream direction, if we
itself. think diffusivity-based flux laws are flawed, if we think

Modified-intrusion mode. The ideas outlined above SF and DC fluxes could act at the same time, ... , then

are a generation old, but new ideas are now starting we may not be surprised to see more extensions of the

to surface. A prime example is the Merryfield (2000) Stern (1967) idea. Extending such analytical models of

proposal that staircases might result from intrusions, initial growth to the stage of finite-amplitude evolution

The theory produces reasonable predictions of oceanic will remain a challenge. Probably laboratory work will

staircase observations. Issues remaining to be resolved be crucial in guiding thinking, as it has been histori-

include the role of barocinicity (Kuzmina and Rodi- cally (Ruddick and Turner, 1979; Ruddick et al., 1998).

onov, 1992; May and Kelley, 1997, 2001) and, as usual, Intermediate-scale numerical simulations may play an

the fundamental uncertainty about how to parameter- increasing role in developing understanding, but until

ize DD fluxes (see Q5 below). Another issue relates to we are more certain how to parameterize DD fluxes (see

context: what sets off the initial interleaving? In some Q5 below) a cloud will hang over such work, as it does

cases we may answer that the interleaving results from now over theoretical treatments.

the contact of watermasses of different TS character- Sloped-boundary Mode. Sloped insulating bound-
istics. However, in other cases (e.g. perhaps in deep aries have been shown to create interleaving structures
Arctic basins) there may not be a great deal of lateral even in fluids with no initial horizontal variations in
variation in water properties to set off interleaving, water properties (Turner, 1973; Linden and Weber,

1977). This scenario deserves more study, because slop-

Q3. What creates intrusions? ing boundaries are common in the ocean, and thermo-
haline currents are often steered along them. Might the

Neighboring-watermass mode. It is common to two mechanisms, the watermass and boundary modes,
observe interleaving across fronts separating WS and be linked? A good place to investigate this question
CF watermasses. Stern (1967) presented an instability might be the Arctic, where interleaving is observed
theory for this process that has since been extended near currents of WS Atlantic waters that appear to be
greatly, e.g. allowing for friction as well as diffusion steered along mid-ocean ridges (Rudels et al., 1999).
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Differential-mixing mode. Incomplete turbulent case, Marmorino (1991) sees evidence of the expected
mixing can yield differential mixing rates for heat and convection plumes within the layers, but also signs of
salt, owing to the difference between the molecular dif- DC interfaces and of intrusions within the layers. These
fusivities of heat and salt acting on fluid parcels momen- intrusions extend about 1 km laterally, and since they
tarily put into contact by the weak turbulence (Turner, are found in the middle of the wide staircase zone, they
1968b; Altman and Gargett, 1987; Ruddick, 1997). It is seem not to have entered from the edges. What causes
not yet clear how to parameterize these mixing rates. them? Marmorino (1991) speculates that they may
The 2D direct numerical simulations of Merryfield et al. arise because of lateral variations in DD vertical buoy-
(1998) confirm the expected, i.e. that heat diffuses ancy fluxes or as a response to mesoscale stirring. These
faster than salt and that the effect vanishes if mixing is are an important issues to clarify. If lateral phenomena
vigorous. Soon, we may have flux laws that have been such as intrusions control interface substructures, and
inferred from laboratory work and 3D direct numer- if these substructures control DD fluxes, then we won't
ical simulations being done today. In the meantime, be able to parameterize DD fluxes in terms of large-
it is worth noting that the idea of differential mixing scale properties until we can come to grips with lateral
may hold promise in answering a long-standing ques- affects. Further tests in the field, and in the laboratory,
tion in intrusion research, namely how to explain intru- are sorely needed.
sions seen in locations that have DD-stable background Staircases within intrusions. High-resolution sam-
vertical gradients. The conventional explanations are pling sometimes reveals staircases, or at least steppy
that (a) the initial lateral displacements were not in- profiles, between interleaving intrusions (see e.g. Perkin
finitesimal, as in the theories, but were large enough and Lewis (1984) Figure llb). These have received sur-
to create inversions, (b) we are observing the "noses" prisingly little attention to date, probably because sam-
of intrusions extending from DD-unstable regions into pling has been so sparse. Until fuller understanding is
DD-stable regions, or (c) the intrusions are fossilized developed, we should view analyses based on presumed
signatures in a background field that was previously DD flux laws between interleaves as being somewhat
DD-unstable. The idea of differential mixing provides suspect. The issue may not be easy to resolve, since in-
a new hypothesis: that the differential mixing of S and terleaving environments tend to be more dynamic than
T could yield density convergence analogous to the DD staircase environments, and we haven't come to grips
case, thus driving intrusions. This proposal has been with the latter yet.
put forward recently in a general context by Hebert
(1999) and for the particular case of Arctic intrusions by Q5. Can DD fluxes be parameterized?
Merryfield (2001). The former author points out that
testing the scenario is problematic in terms of tests in Necessity. While diagnostic calculations for a given
the field, since a key diagnostic is the cross-frontal in- ocean region can be made using DD fluxes calculated by
trusion slope, which is difficult to measure. direct (e.g. microscale) measurements, prognostic calcu-

lations require a parameterization of DD fluxes in terms

Q4. Do staircases and intrusions interact? of large-scale properties.
Form of flux law. For the DC case it seems likely that

Mixed modes. See the discussion of Q2 for issues layer-layer flux laws (in which fluxes are presumed to be
relating to the Merryfield (2000) idea of transformation determined by the contrasts AS and AT between lay-
of intrusions into staircases. ers) are valid in the ocean (Padman and Dillon, 1989;

Intrusions within staircases. Although some stair- Padman, 1994). However, the SF case is apparently
cases display remarkable integrity in some respects (e.g. much more complicated 6 . It may be that the details
trends in layer TS properties), they are certainly not of the SF interfaces, as opposed to the layer-layer con-
one-dimensional structures without lateral variation. trasts, are important in setting fluxes. It may also be
This is revealed by high-resolution sampling (which is, that external factors, such as large-scale shear, alter
unfortunately, rare). For example, Padman and Dillon SF convection so much that they must be taken into
(1988) found that station spacings of less than about account in trying to formulate a large-scale diffusivity
1 km were required to track individual layers in the (Kunze, 1994). Since I think we are closer to formulat-
DC staircase that they measured in the Arctic Canada ing large-scale parameterizations for the DC case than
Basin with microstructure temperature profiles. Simi- the SF case, I'll concentrate on the DC case here.
larly, towed-chain thermistor sampling of the SF stair- Exponent in layer-layer flux law. Early labora-
case of the C-SALT experiment revealed rich variabil- tory work with sharp interfaces between well-mixed
ity on several scales and of several physical types (Mar-
morino, 1989, 1991). For example, within this SF stair- 60r has the SF case just been better studied?
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Figure 3. Failure of the 4/3 flux law for thermal convection Figure 4. Effective large-scale thermal diffusivity for DC
in water. Dots indicate measurements from five laboratory case. The open dots are from Kelley (1984), the crosses
studies, compiled by Kelley (1990). The 4/3 flux law pre- from Fedorov (1988), and the boxes are inferred from the
dicts Nu oc Ra1/ 3 and the lower dots show this is not true; Gf values graphed by Padman and Dillon (1987).

an exponent of 0.28 matches the measurements better.

layers suggested that vertical fluxes are proportional dorov (1988). However, the values reported by Padman

to AS 4
1

3 or AT 4/ 3, for the SF or DC cases respec- and Dillon (1987) are in systematic disagreement, yield-

tively, with a proportionality factor C = C(Rp). This ing a reduction in the large-scale diffusivity by a factor

4/3 exponent was based on a dimensional analysis of of approximately 3. The reason for this discrepancy is

single-component convection (Turner, 1965). However, unknown, and more observations would help to clar-

measurements of single-component convection contra- ify whether the layer-thickness (and diffusivity) scaling

dict the prediction (Figure 3) , yielding an exponent presented by Kelley (1984) is generally valid. Along

nearer 5/4 than 4/3 (Kelley, 1990). A lower exponent similar lines, it would help to examine the pattern of

is also predicted by convection theories (Castaing et al., variation of layer thickness, looking for the "split" lay-

1989; Kelley, 1990) and by direct numerical simulations ers proposed by Kelley (1988) to be a signature of a

of thermal convection (Kerr, 1996). Does the same ap- process that controls layer thickness.

ply to DD convection? I am unaware of laboratory tests Interleaving fluxes. It is not clear how to parameter-
in the DC case, but in the SF case, the laboratory tests ize interleaving fluxes since the dynamics are still not
are somewhat contradictory. Schmitt (1979) reported understood. Even energy-based arguments seem ten-
support for an exponent of 4/3, with regression-based uous, given that the energy flow depends on whether
exponents in his Table 3 ranging from 1.24 to 1.37. Mc- the physics involves DD, differential mixing, baroclinic
Dougall and Taylor (1984) reported that an exponent exchange, etc. As the C-SALT experiment set a firm
of 1.23 matched their observations better than 4/3, but foundation for analysis of the SF staircase mode, so
that distinguishing between the two values was prob- might a dedicated field study enliven research on inter-
lematic with their measurements. Taking these things leaving. In the meantime, gross sensitivity studies in a
together, the value of the exponent must be regarded as GCM would be welcome.
an open question. One might also ask whether some of
the scatter in the empirical value of C(Rp) might result Q6. Is DD important?
from the extrapolation errors resulting from using an
incorrect exponent (Kelley, 1990). Locally. In regions with regular-shaped staircase sig-
Linking large-scale properties to vertical fluxes. natures, it seems reasonable to conclude that DD is im-
If fluxes are governed by layer-layer flux laws, as they portant compared with other forms of mixing. It has
appear to be in the DC case, then parameterizing fluxes been argued that these are regions with weak turbulent
is equivalent to parameterizing the thickness of layers mixing rates, and that this might suggest that DD is not
within staircases, since layer thickness together with important. However, if a region is of enough interest to
large-scale gradients yields the AS and AT values re- foster dynamical study, then the mixing in that region
quired in order to calculate fluxes. This idea is the gist must also be of interest, whether it be large or small.
of a proposed parameterization of large-scale diffusivi- (The Arctic is a prime example.) And what of regions
ties for the DC case (Kelley, 1984, 1988), illustrated in that lack DD signatures? It may be that DD is signifi-
Figure 4 here. The original measurements are shown in cant nonetheless. For example, St.Laurent and Schmitt
this figure along with the closely matching values of Fe- (1999) suggest that at the site of the NATRE experi-
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ment, where thermohaline staircases were not present, laboratory simulations. However, it will be a long time
up to half the diffusion of an injected tracer might have before direct numerical simulations will have the scope
been transported by DD. to match laboratory (meter) scales, let alone oceanic

Globally. Does DD play an important global role, say scales that are orders of magnitude larger. Indeed, if

to the rate of overturning circulation, or to the pole- history is any guide, future theoretical and laboratory
ward heat flux, two quantities of great interest for cli- work, as well as direct numerical simulations, will need

mate studies? One way to tackle such questions is field experiments to provide ground truth and also to

with GCM sensitivity studies. I am unaware of at- suggest relevant problems to study. Until we learn how

tempts to address the interleaving mode in global do- double-diffusive structures are formed in the ocean, and
mains, either in terms of isopycnal fluxes or diapycnal how double diffusion interacts with its competitors, we

fluxes (the latter being addressed theoretically by Gar- cannot assess the significance of double diffusion in the

rett (1982)), but some preliminary studies have been vertical mixing of the sea, fulfilling the goal that Stern

done of the staircase mode. So far, the answer seems to (1960) stated in such sanguine words, so long ago.

be divided. Some studies suggest a large importance,
others a negligible importance. For an example, the Appendix: A computational laboratory?
GCM simulations by Zhang et al. (1998) and Merryfield
et al. (1999), using similar DD flux parameterizations, A 3D numerical simulation on an N x N x N grid
yielded very different results. The first study found that requires AN 3 numerical operations per timestep, where
including DD mixing reduces the overturning circula- A - 103 depends on the coding and computer ar-
tion by 22 percent, while the second study found only chitecture7 . Thus, a computer that performs F op-
about 1 percent. Why do these results differ so greatly? erations per second can do a realtime simulation (di-
Stating differences between the model configurations is rectly competitive with a laboratory study) only if
straightforward. The former focused on a single basin, N < (FAt/A)1/3 , where At is the model timestep.
the latter on the globe; the former used square walls Under laboratory conditions, the width of salt fin-
and zonally-averaged surface forcing, the latter used re- gers is - 3 x 10- 3m. If I/rcls -" 10 gridpoints are
alistic geography and forcing, etc. However, explain- required for adequate resolution, a reasonable compu-
ing the differences in results is not so straightforward, tational mesh might have resolution Ax - 3 x 10- 4m
and may justify further study. Models of intermedi- and a diffusive-limit timestep At - Ax 2 /V, 10- 1s.
ate complexity and type might reveal why the Zhang A desktop computer can perform F - 108 operations
et al. (1998) and Merryfield et al. (1999) results dif- per second, setting a realtime limit of N - 20, i.e. a
fer so much. As is usual in ocean models, the form of domain that can hold under a dozen salt-fingers. This
the surface boundary conditions may be crucial. A fol- suggests that a desktop computer cannot produce use-
lowup to the Zhang et al. (1998) study, which employed ful realtime simulations. Switching to a supercomputer
mixed surface boundary conditions instead of the re- increases F by a factor of 103, so N '- 200 and thus the
laxation conditions used by Zhang et al. (1998), found domain can hold hundreds of salt fingers. Such simula-
that DD had very little affect on the overturning circu- tions may be of great utility, but even they span only
lation (Zhang and Schmitt, 2000). On the other hand, 1/10th the scale of typical laboratory experiments.
it revealed a heightened sensitivity of the circulation What if the realtime constraint is relaxed? Matching
stability to freshwater forcing. Until the contradictory the laboratory domain size by increasing N tenfold in-
results of such coarse-resolution GCM studies are better creases the computational requirement by 103; a year of
understood, the importance of DD fluxes to the global CPU time would be required to simulate n a fternoon
overturning circulation rate remains less than certain. CP tie would be it simulate an oaternin the laboratory. Thus, it seems that the laboratory

is the better place for free-wheeling investigation, for
Answers exploring parameter space, etc.

When will this change? Assuming that computerFew of the questions listed above were unposed thirty power continues to double every 1.5 years (Mann, 2000),
years ago. When will we have answers, and how will we pwecotnstodulevr1.yas(M n,20)within a decade numerical simulations running at 1/10th
get them? It seems clear that the answers to some of the realtime (arguably a practical limit) will match labora-
small-scale questions (e.g. how do salt fingers react to
shear?) may soon be provided by direct numerical sim-
ulations. A new era of oceanographically relevant direct(whichns. I teweg hin s i nt; sieet 7 This estimate of A is perhaps accurate to an order of magni-
numerical simulations (tude, but the accuracy is of little interest here. The main point is
appendix) may free us from the uncomfortable posture the cubic dependence of computational cost on N, which seems

of straddling oversimplified theories and richly-complex inarguable for models based on grids of fixed geometry.
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which numerical simulation is a common adjunct to, or mixing in the ocean, edited by J. C. J. Nihoul and B. M.
a replacement for, laboratory work. Jamart, pp. 481-502, Elsevier, Amsterdam, Netherlands,

The limiting factor may be software, not hardware. 1988.
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